Viral CD8 T cell epitope nucleotide composition shows evidence of short- and long-term evolutionary strategies.
Viral epitopes have a distinct codon usage that reflects their dual role in infection and immunity. On the one hand, epitopes are part of proteins important to viral function; on the other hand, they are targets of the immune response. Studies of selection are most commonly based on changes of amino acid and seen through the accumulation of non-synonymous mutations. An independent measure of selection is the codon usage and underlying changeability of the nucleotide sequences. We here use multiple tools and a large-scale analysis of viral genomes to demonstrate that viral epitopes have a distinct codon usage and that this codon usage reflects distinct short- and long-term types of selection during viral evolution. We show that CD8(+) T cell epitopes are encoded by codons more distant from stop codons and more changeable than codons outside epitopes. This biased codon usage reflects the viral population toggling back and forth from a wild-type sequence to an escape mode, which enable them to avoid immune detection when needed, and go back to the functionally favorable form when the threat is removed (i.e., in a new host).